
General
N = New U= Used S = short supply NA = Not Available

Prices subject to change, confirm price before ordering

Email to order (see Contacts)

Belts (New & Used)

V Belts (New & Used) for Old Washers and dryers.

 Most used belts: $2.00. 

Postage: 
One (1) belt will fit ST2 (Letter)

Two (2) or more belts  P&P1/2 (small satchel)

Information on belt sizes at the end .

Belt New Used

Hoover 600-900 Belts
A35 (Hoover 600-900) drive belt
Round (Hoover 620 pump belt, “0” 
ring belt) 

$6.00
NLA

$2.00(S)
NLA

Hoover twin tub belts 
M37 (wash belt)

Ask
$6.00 $2.00

Simpson 144- 175 and Delta 10
A36, A40 (Main belt)
M34, M40 (Pump belt)
(Also used motor pulleys)

$6.00
All $2.00
+10 belts
$1.00

Simpson dryer fan belts  (“O” ring 
belt)

$3.00 NA

Simpson top Suspension washing 
machine belts
M21, M22, M23 

$6.00 $2.00

Hoover Capacitor Run washing 
machine belts $6.00 NA



M20 Hoover 510,610.. (medium 
size)
M27, M26.5 Large Hoover

$8.00 NA

Hoover and Simpson dryer drum 
belts (flat, multi Vee)

(not 2 directions)

NA $2.00

Maytag

Note Maytag belts will slip more 
than a standard “V” belt and need the
correct belt. See note below.

635-2279AU (M belt)

211948-2 (A belt)

211451-2 (M belt)

Kleanmaid /SpeedQueen  Ask

NA

about

$50

new

$5.00

$5.00

$5.00

“V” belts have two sizes in washing machines 

“A” section and a smaller “M” section, there is a larger ”B” section belt but these are only used in 
large industrial machinery.

Cross Section Dimensions (approximate) 

“A “section “M” Section

A 12mm 9mm

B 8mm 7mm

C 8.5mm 6mm

The length is measured in inches

A 35 belt is 36 inches long, the length is an effective average between the outside length and the 
inside length



Maytag and SpeedQueen belts will slip more than a standard “V” belt and need the correct belt.  
The new genuine belts are very expensive. Alternative: use a standard belt 1 or 2 sizes larger so they
slip more.  Check that the motor does not use excessive current when the spin cycle starts.


